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The Last Thing On Your Mind
Lights

hey this is my first tab =]

uhh, capo on 5th fret, with standard tuning =], i don t know chord names so im
just going to write the tab =] enjoy =]

by: stephenhxc@hotmail.com    yo (Y)
listen to the song and figure out your own strumming pattern =]
http://www.myspace.com/theremedyrock

-------------------- 5 T H       F R E T      C A P O -----------------------
       C                 G7                Em                A (of some sort)
e|----|x-----|    e|----|x-----|    e|----|x-----|    e|----|x-----|
B|----|1-----|    B|----|0-----|    B|----|0-----|    B|----|3-----|
G|----|0-----|    G|----|0-----|    G|----|0-----|    G|----|0-----|
D|----|2-----|    D|----|0-----|    D|----|2-----|    D|----|4-----|
A|----|3-----|    A|----|2-----|    A|----|2-----|    A|----|5-----|
E|----|x-----|    E|----|3-----|    E|----|0-----|    E|----|x-----|

intro

C, G7, Em, A x2

                G7
don t think too hard
                           A
if you think it hurts that bad
                 Em
don t talk about it,
                     C
don t let it get you down
              G7          A
it s only one part of the story
                Em          
just let it go,
                       C    
don t let it bring you down
A
now ..

chrous

G7                            C
sing , the last thing on your mind
                      G7
the last word on your breath
                        A
i ll be the one to keep you



                      G7
i ll keep you at your best
                       C
the last thing on your mind
                        G7
cause i don t need your mess
                        A
i ll be the one to keep you
             Em (hold)
one disaster less      Optional: some some crazy acoustic banging beats

                   G7
straighten up your tie,
                    A         
take the microphone
                 Em  
forget about it,
                     C
don t let it get you down
               G7
now is not the time
                   A
and you re not all alone,
                 Em
shut up about it
                     C
no one can bring you down,
A
now ..

chorus
(G7, C, G7, A x2)
Em (hold)                   Optional: some some crazy acoustic banging beats

bridge

Em, C x2

        C             Em
i ll be okay (sustain)
        C    (sustain)  
i ll be okay
if you ..

chrous x2
(G7, C, G7, A x2)
Em (hold)                   Optional: some some crazy acoustic banging beats


